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Watching Arrows Fly Announces
Two New Archery Books!

Do you know new adult archers or
archers who are struggling?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for archers struggling with why they aren’t
better than they think they should be. Written with
more than a touch of humor, the first half of the book
points out common barriers to becoming a good
archer, along with what you can do about losing those
bad behaviors.
The second part of the book addresses the primary reason so many archers suck instead of excel: they
have no mental program or, at best, they have a weak
one. Included are instructions on how to create your
own killer mental program, along with provisions for
what to do when things go wrong and when they go
more right than expected.
Buy a copy for a friend because you, obviously,
don’t need this book!
Finally, adults getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Why should the kids have all of the fun? Everything adult beginners want to know is covered, like:
• How to get started
• How to get coached
• How to find and buy archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• What the styles of archery are, and
• What goes on at competitions and how to join the fun!
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and safety.
Recommend a copy of Shooting Arrows: Archery for Adult
Beginners to your adult friends who are curious about your
sport today!

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

editorial
Summertime,
Summertime,
Sum-sum-summertime
It was so good to get to shoot
outdoors! Well, I didn’t get to but
my students did. Ah, warm sun,
arrow trajectories with arc, all is
good in the world.
Not only that but I just finished
reading the new beginners archery
booklet put out by Archery GB
(The Archery for Beginners
Guidebook). This is the very best
book of its kind I have ever seen, so
kudos to Archery GB! There is one
comment I would make, though,
and that is the safety rule “Archers
must never shoot upwards into the
air.” is just simply awful. First, the
idea might never have entered an
archer’s mind, but then this rule
entertains the idea for them.
Second, prior to this was the rule
that arrows may only be drawn
upon a target which obviates this
rule, but most importantly archery
safety rules are best part of a permissive system. Student-archers are
only allowed to do what we say they
can do, period. The number of “do
nots” is virtually infinite: you may
not shoot at trees, fences, ponds,
frogs, dogs, rocks, clumps of grass,
people, your kid brother, a bird flying by, that squirrel in the tree, etc.,
etc. So, no archery safety rule
should be a “do not.” To do otherwise is to open Pandora’s box.
Wouldn’t it be nice if the organizations got together and established a set system of safety rules?
Hmm? Just askin’.

In this issue we introduce a
new writer, Sue Palsbo. Sue has
provided us with a very useful piece
of archery safety research that
should help all of you program
coordinators who have to work
with insurance providers or with
Risk Manage-ment folks in schools
and parks.
I was talking to Tom Dorigatti
about my longstanding desire to
have someone write a personal history of the compound bow. (A full
history is a book length project that
will take a monumental effort, so I
wasn’t asking for that.) After reminiscing about this and that bow and
release aid . . . and arrow rest . . . and
. . . we put down our beer bottles
and Tom agreed to write about his
personal experiences of the last 4550 years of compound bows. There
are things we learned earlier on that
we have forgotten and other things
we remembered that we would be
better off if we had forgotten, so
this should be interesting, even if
you aren’t particularly interested in
the “dark side” of archery.
Bob Ryder continues with how
he manages to teach mental skills to
college archers, for which I am
grateful because I am stealing every
last idea he has share to use on my
team.
Larry Wise goes over the ins
and outs of paper and powder testing the arrow flight of compound
bows. He especially does us a service because one cam bows can pro-

duce counterintuitive results and
get archers chasing their tales to no
good end. This is a must read for
you compounders.
The AER folks talk about stabilizers to their coaches and to
beginning archers. Whether or not
you are in an AER program this is
good stuff for all beginners and for
coaches who work with beginners.
And finally I chip in with a
coaching paradox and that is that
compound bows often mislead
beginners as to how well they are
shooting (they give poor feedback
in that shots that aren’t executed
well still may score well).
And I have a large pile of books
sitting next to my desk that need
reviews, and a pair that have sat
quite a while are reviewed in this
issue: Archery Ballistics and
Timeless Bowhunting by Roy S.
Marlow. If you, like me, are an
archery techoweenie these books
will be a delight. Without dragging
you through a cesspool of mathematics, Mr. Marlow, an engineer by
trade, deftly explains the physical
principles behind archery and
behind bowhunting.
I hope you are getting out into the
sun to enjoy this wonderful sport of
ours. See you at
the range!
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“Cupid's Span” by Claes Oldenburg and Coosje van Bruggen,
was built in 2003 along the Rincon Park area of
San Francisco's Embarcadero. The statue symbolizes
the place where Tony Bennett “left his heart.”
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from 35 years of teaching math and now concentrates on coaching archery, writing, and volunteer work. Most recently Larry was one of
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Sue Palsbo, PhD, took up archery at age 50
and enjoys the challenges of shooting barebow.
She recently retired from a 30-year career in
health services research at the National Rehabilitation Hospital, George Mason University, and various health policy organizations in
Washington DC. After moving to Eugene,
Oregon, she began to advocate for a public target archery range (so she’d have a place to
shoot) and was prompted to conduct an analysis of archery injuries when she was unable to
answer the first question out of the mouths of
park directors: “What is the liability?” In the
past year, Sue was certified as a Level 2 USA
Archery instructor, taught adults with physical
disabilities and children for the city of
Eugene’s summer archery programs, chartered
an Adult Achievement/JOAD/Adaptive
archery club, and upgraded from a shooting
glove to a tab. She continues to work with a
local park authority to develop a public target
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Tom Dorigatti has been shooting archery
since he was 10 years old. He has been
bowhunting and in competitive archery for 40
years. During his archery career, Tom has shot
arrows in no fewer than 38 of the contiguous
United States plus Alaska, Hawaii, the Azores,
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Raw Beginnings
An “Autobowography”
of the Past 55 Years
by Tom Dorigatti
Introduction

Steve Ruis has asked me to write a personal history of
archery, more specifically a history of the compound
bow over the past 45 to 55 years. In this and subsequent articles you will not find discussions concerning
engineering, diagrams and schematics, advantages
and disadvantages, what you will be reading about are
the experiences of an archer who is still competitive in
nature and who attained a high level of prowess with
bows. And, while I just never won any of the “big
titles,” I did win rather more than my fair share of the
little ones. This is intended to be an historical and
practical adventure into my experiences, told in an
accessible fashion, complete with the faux-pas I’ve
committed and continue to commit as part of my
learning. So sit back and enjoy this first of a series of
articles about archery, the release aid, and the compound bow.
I will not be proceeding in chronological order
(that wouldn’t be much fun); instead I will be going
where the stories take me. There will be a mixture of
funny stories and experiences with archery that I hope
you will find useful. All the stories are true, and most
of the names have not been changed to protect the
innocent (or the guilty either).
Raw Beginnings

I cannot just jump right in and start talking about my
experiences with the compound bow, since I had been
shooting archery non-competitively for quite some
time before I even saw my first compound bow (at a
tournament in Gillette, Wyoming in 1971). I start
instead with a bit of insight on how I got started with
bows and arrows and some of the things that led up
to my initiation into the world of the NFAA bowhunting, field shooting, some target shooting, and
ultimately competitive archery with a real, honest to
6

goodness target bow. I will, in subsequent articles deal
directly with the introduction and development of the
compound bow from my perspective, but I’m not
comfortable just shooting right out the gate with
compound bow materials. That isn’t my style and
obviously I didn’t start with a compound bow in my
hand.
My first recollection of a bow and arrow start
back in the mid-1950’s. I remember going up into the
Wind River Range of Wyoming to fish for trout. The
fish normally started biting around 10 AM in the
morning, quit biting around noon, and then they
would start biting again around 2 PM and stop again
around 5 PM each day. If it was raining, the fish
wouldn’t bite at all until the rain stopped, and then
within minutes they were in a feeding frenzy. So, we
never had to rush up to the streams we were going to
fish to be there at the crack of dawn. We never had to
fish all day long to catch our limit; either. We would
start fishing close to biting time, come back to camp,
clean the fish, and they fry them up for lunch. The
time between lunch and the afternoon biting time
was time for me to go “play.” The stream was lined
with willows and it was natural to find some larger
diameter and stiffer willow switches to make a bow
out of, and some smaller and straighter switches to
make “arrows” (no fletches on them, so they were just
straight or nearly straight sticks). I cut notches in the
ends of the thick willow and attached fishing line to
bend the willow and then cut notches into the ends of
my “arrows” to make a nock to fit on the fishing line
string, and I was good to go. It was simple, it was very
crude, but the fun was first to see how far I could get
the bow to toss the arrow, and then more fun came
from shooting at stumps, dirt piles and, of course, cow
or elk patties. That is about as raw of a beginning as
you can get.
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In my neighborhood, there
were also willows along the
“crick” that we kids would build
bows and arrows from. The contests we would have there would
range from shooting at stumps
and dirt piles to an all out “cowboy and Indian” war. Yes, we
would shoot at each other, being
most careful not to really hit each
other above the waist. We also
didn’t even try to sharpen the ends of our “willow
arrows,” rather leaving them blunt. We didn’t have
hardly any power in them at all, so being hit with one
wasn’t any worse than being hit with a dirt clod. The
willows along our creek weren’t large in diameter, so
we were lucky to get our arrows to shoot farther than
50 feet and, of course, without fletches the accuracy
was happen-stance, but we had fun anyways. Nobody
ever got hurt from those wars, and I don’t ever
remember any puncture wounds or even bruises. Our
dirt-clod, pea shooter, snowball, rock, water balloon,
rubber-gun, and BB-gun fights were way more dangerous that any of the fights with willow bows and
arrows. Even then, the worst injuries I can remember
were black eyes or minor bruises, and all those from
the snowballs, dirt clods, rocks, and rubber guns. No
eyes were ever put out, and no bones were ever broken. I remember that every year, during our “rubber
gun” campaign, I would always get a black eye from
shooting myself in the face while trying to load up my
own rubber gun. We never pointed the weapons at
each other above the waist, and always tried to play it
safe that way. Most all of us were already into real
guns (.22 rim-fire rifles) and took stock of the dangers
of that kind of power. We had better sense than to
ever use our .22’s for play; those were for hunting rabbits and small game or for plinking at cans, bottles,
and targets. After all most of us born and raised in
Wyoming had a fishing pole in one hand and a rifle
in the other.

an arrow shelf on both sides of
the bow that allowed it to be shot
either left- or right-handed. I
don’t recall how much it cost, but
since I had a newspaper delivery
route, my father was “into” having me buy those sorts of luxury
items from my paper route earnings. I did have to save money for
several months to buy that bow
and a set of Port Orford cedar
arrows with target tips on them. One of my friends,
Dennis Crofts, bought the yellow and gray 45 pound
bow and we were off to learn how to hit something
with them. These were now instruments of death, so
there were no more cowboy and Indian wars. We
wanted to get good enough to go out and shoot cottontails for dinner! Gophers and prairie dogs were
also on the list of available game, but those were nonedible. Cottontail rabbit was our main prize and
reward, and getting super close up to them was the
key to success once we got the hang of things. It didn’t take us long to realize that we needed to have a
couple of other items:
• a shooting glove Since the bows were so hard to
pull, we needed finger protection. We purchased
shooting gloves.
• a quiver We also needed something to put our
arrows in so we could carry several with us. We set
out to make our own back quivers out of old pieces
of carpet or linoleum scraps folded in half and
stitched up on the bottom and one side. This
method of stitching gave us an opening to allow
the arrows to fall into. We placed a piece of thick
twine or leather shoe lace to make a loop so we
could place the quiver over our shoulder before we
stitched up the bottom and side with either more
thick twine or a double looping of heavy fishing
line. These quivers worked really well, and didn’t
cost us anything but a little bit of time to make.
• more arrows Oh, boy did we break and lose a lot of
those arrows. I recall that they cost $0.25 cents
each for a “target” arrow, and $0.35 each for an
arrow tipped with a field point. We got most of
our arrows by clipping coupons from the Sunday
newspapers, the Denver Post, the Salt Lake Tribune, and our hometown newspaper, the “RocketMiner.” The local Safeway store back then honored coupons for face value and allowed us to cash

“I remember admiring a
Ben Pearson solid fiberglass semi-recurved bow
that was on display in the
window of Bill’s Gun Shop
in Rock Springs,
Wyoming.”

My First Real Bow

I remember admiring a Ben Pearson solid fiberglass
semi-recurved bow that was on display in the window
of Bill’s Gun Shop in Rock Springs, Wyoming.
Actually, there were two of them. One was “Pony” a
45 pound bow and was yellow and gray. The other
one, the one I eventually purchased, was a 50# bow
and was purple and gray. It had a rubber grip on it and
Archery Focus
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them in. In addition, if we got any jack rabbits, or
our parents didn’t want the cottontails we had
taken, then the local Hide & Fur shops would give
us $0.35 each for jacks and cottontails. They
wouldn’t take gophers or prairie dogs, however.
• nocking point locators It didn’t take us long to realize that unless we put the arrow on the string in
the same place every time, we weren’t about to hit
much of anything with any sort of consistency
either. So, we quickly learned, on our own, to tie
thread or fishing line onto the bowstring and to
place the arrow nock below and against that when
we loaded up. Remember, we didn’t have sights;
we were mostly instinctive shooters, and got pretty darned good at it.
Our “Contests”

Boys are competitive, so we devised all sorts of games
to see who was the best among us. As I said with
these “real” bows, shooting at each other was something never done; we knew better than that. However,
that didn’t stop us from doing one really dangerous
thing: Shooting an arrow up into the air at near vertical and try to gauge who’s went the highest. Of
8

course most of the time, my 50 pound bow was winning that over my friends’ lighter bows. So, one of the
group comes up with an idea: One person launches
his arrow upwards at less than straight up (yes, we
knew better than that, too) and the rest of the other
guys would try to hit that arrow by shooting at it! We
didn’t often hit that first launched arrow, but on occasion, we would get a strike. We also would shoot into
a dirt bank and everyone would shoot at the first
arrow that was shot into the bank. We got pretty danged good at shooting some groups and getting our
instincts down in preparation for our hunting excursions. What we quickly learned is that we could get
very close to the rabbits with our stalking skills, but
that we needed to remember to focus on a body mass
hit and stop looking at their heads to try to figure out
if they were getting skittish or not and getting ready
to bolt. We all tended to miss by shooting over the top
of their heads, and yes, sometimes we got lucky and
hit them in the head, too, but not often. Most of the
time we shot high. A lesson learned about focusing on
the point of impact once we’d decided to take the
shot. Does this sound like something that not only a
bowhunter should do, but also target archers as well?
Archery Focus

This came to play many times during my early
archery experiences and still comes into play today.
Rabbits

The old standard was that you didn’t hunt rabbits for
food excepting during the months that had an “R” in
them. Our parents were worried about rabbit fever or
Tularemia, so we had to have cold weather to help
ward off those risks.
One of my biggest recollections is when I
returned home one evening after an excursion to hunt
cottontails. My dad knew I was out hunting, and up
to then was making a mockery of how much time I
was wasting. However, he didn’t realize how well he
had taught me to stalk cottontails so that I would not
miss my only shot allowed with my .22 rifle. The rule
for hunting with the .22 was “one shot” and if you
miss, you don’t get another. Of course, my .22 at the
time was a single-shot bolt action Remington boy’s
rifle, so if I missed, the rabbit normally didn’t sit there
and let me shoot again!
I came home that evening with not one, but five
rabbits hanging on my belt! My dad and a friend were
in the garage tying flies for fishing. I walked into the
garage, and my dad in seeing those rabbits was quite
upset and asked me why I had gone out hunting with
the gun without asking him for permission to take the
gun out of the house. I told him that I didn’t take the
gun. He then said, “Then how did you get those rabbits, then?” I told him I shot them with my bow and
arrow. That got both of their attention immediately.
“You mean to tell us that you went out with only bow
and arrow and got five rabbits”? After that, it wasn’t
long and my dad was also “into archery” and would be
the rest of his life, too.
So, those were the raw beginnings of my archery
career, but I cannot end this article without one of the
funniest things that I ever remember happening in
my early years in archery.
The Story of the Jack Rabbit Sometime soon after
the above story about the five cottontails, my father
and I went out jack rabbit hunting. Back then, jack
rabbits were very abundant but they were some 30 to
40 miles away from our hometown. We decided to go
on a jack rabbit hunt to help pay for some more .22
and 20 gauge shot gun ammunition. We never hunted rabbits with anything larger than a 20 guage shotgun, but did on occasion hunt cottontails with a .410
shotgun. The jack rabbits were too fast for the .410,
Archery Focus

so we almost always used the 20 gauge for running
jacks, and the .22 rim fire was for distance shooting
when they were sitting. Back then, a box of fifty .22
LR shells was $.80 ($.90 a box for hollow points), and
we could buy a 10 box pack of 500 rounds for $5.00).
A box of twenty-five, 20-Gauge shotgun shells was
$2.00. Back then, that was serious money, which had
a lot to do with the reasoning behind the “one shot”
rule my father always made me abide by. The reason
for the shotgun was that if the rabbit was running,
then you shot it with the shot gun, but if it was sitting, then you took it with the .22, but only one shot
was allowed and if you missed, the rabbit was let go.
Trust me when I tell you that if a jack rabbit took off
running, if you weren’t on it by about the 3rd or 4th
hop, you had a whale of a challenge putting him
down; those rabbits can down right fun fast! We
knew that they circled and we could come back later
and that same rabbit would be back around close to
the same spot, so we didn’t get overly excited if we
missed and the rabbit got away; there were plenty of
Continued on the Next Page
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them around anyways.
On this trip, I decided to take my bow and arrows
to hunt jack rabbits. Jack rabbits are way more skittish
than cottontails, but if you go slow and don’t make a
ton of racket, you can get closer to them. They do
have one habit that is different from cotton-tails—a
jack rabbit that thinks it hasn’t been seen will slowly
lower his ears to be in line with the body. This movement is often what gives them away and allows you to
spot them early. They also won’t always hole up during a snow storm. Often times
they will simply sit by a clump of
brush and let the snow drift right
over them. If you know what to
watch for, there will be a “blow
hole” in that drift that allows
them to breathe, and also to see
out of. I cannot remember how
many times we’d been scared by a
jack that bust loose out of a snow
drift. I also cannot remember
how many times we’d spotted the
“blow hole” and simply used the .22 and shot into the
hole and nailed the jack rabbit with that one shot. We
later did this on occasion with bow and arrows, too,
but that has nothing to do with this story.
On this particular trip, I had spotted one jack rabbit quite early, and had slowly stalked up on him. He
had yet to move his ears downward, so I was watching for that so that I would know he was going to “sit
tight” instead of run. As I got close to shooting position, he started to lower the ears. I drew back my bow
and let the arrow fly, only to put the arrow through
both of his ears! Lucky shot? Maybe, but the lesson
here is that I had yet again failed to select a body mass
for my focus and was focused on those ears and by
golly that is exactly where the arrow went, too. The
arrow didn’t stick in the brush but was stopped by the
brush and so off goes this jack rabbit running across
the prairie falling, tripping, and stumbling, with my
arrow stuck in his ears. He wasn’t significantly hurt; I
had not yet started to hunt with broadheads for small
game. However, that rabbit had my arrow and I wanted my arrow back!
Picture this in your mind as it actually happened:
off I go, chasing this jack rabbit across the prairie. I’m
carrying my bow in one hand, a spare arrow in the
other, and jumping over brush as this rabbit, unable to
go down a hole is running in a large circle trying to
get the arrow out of his way, and trying to evade me.

Due to his tripping and stumbling, it slowed him
down a lot, and he also had to try to avoid getting tangled in the brush too. I must have chased that rabbit
for a half-mile, but finally the rabbit got tired and
winded (so did I), and I was able to get close enough
to him to grab the end of my arrow and pulling out of
his ears, I got my arrow back, and the jack rabbit got
his freedom and other than two holes in his ears and
being winded, the rabbit was just fine, making us both
happy. When I got back to the car, my father was still
laughing and told me he wished
he had a camera for pictures or
better yet a movie camera of me
chasing that jack rabbit across
the prairie with a bow in one
hand and an arrow in the other.
He asked me why I bothered to
do that and I told him that first
off, I had missed body mass
because I was watching the rabbit’s ears. Secondly I wanted to
make sure that the rabbit wouldn’t get nailed by a coyote or bobcat because it was
helpless, and third, that he had stolen my arrow and I
wanted that $0.35 arrow back so I could use it again!
Can you picture a 10-year old kid chasing a jack rabbit across the prairie like that? This was only one of
many times that during my early archery career that I
would lose focus on picking a spot to hit and end up
hitting where I was watching instead of “picking an
impact point.”

“Oh, boy did we break
and lose a lot of those
arrows. I recall that they
cost $0.25 cents each for
a “target” arrow, and
$0.35 each for an arrow
tipped with a field point.”
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In my next article, I will perhaps get into how
I came into my first target bow. Until then remember
to focus on picking a spot for your impact point and
to always maintain a sense of humor and don’t forget
all the good experiences you have had over your
archery careers. This article has really refreshed the
pleasures of our sport for me and I thank Steve Ruis
for talking me into this project.
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Injury Patterns of
Recreational Archers
and Bowhunters
by Susan E. Palsbo, PhD
This article presents a statistical analysis of
archery injuries. Previous studies analyzed the injury
patterns of competitive elite archers; not surprisingly,
most of their injuries are related to the repetitive
motion of drawing the bow, with shoulder injuries
being the most common. Of course, most archers in
the US do not compete at the elite level, so prior published injury studies are not particularly informative.
A growing number of communities are offering
instruction in recreational
archery. Several national instruction programs, including NASP,
ASAP, NAA and NFAA have
programs to accredit instructors
and coaches. Archery and
bowhunting were enjoyed by 8.5
million people in the United
States (i.e., 3% of the population) in 2009, and the anecdotal
evidence in newspapers suggests that this percentage
has increased following several successful movies and
TV shows showcasing archery.
The purpose of this article is to describe the rate,
type, frequency and disposition of archery injuries in
a recreational population, and to make suggestions
for national training and archery coach certification
programs to further reduce the rate of injuries. It is
based on a peer-reviewed research article, “The
Epidemiology of Archery Injuries—Implications for
Archery Ranges and Injury Prevention,” published in
the Journal of Sports Medicine and Physical Fitness
in June, 2012.

total number of injuries by the total number of people, generating the number of injuries per participant
(injury rate).
The source of the number of injuries was a yearly
federal survey of a sample of hospital emergency
rooms, the National Electronic Injury Surveillance
System (NEISS). The data can be downloaded from
the internet (www.cpsc.gov/en/Research—Statistics/
NEISS-Injury-Data/). The Consumer Product
Safety Commission designs and
weights the sample to mirror the
distribution of all emergency
rooms by community size and
geographic location. This allows
national injury estimates to be
calculated from the sample, even
though there are only 100 hospitals submitting data. Since the
number of archery participants
and injuries is small, I added together all reported
injuries over a 10-year period (2000-2009).
The NEISS is a rich source of information. Every
injury report includes the patient’s age, sex, locale of
the incident, the body part that was injured, cause of
the injury, and whether or not the person was admitted to the hospital or sent home.
I selected all injuries from the database that
involved “Archery—activity, apparel or equipment.”
Beginning in 2002, NEISS also collected open-ended
narratives about the causes and circumstances of the
injury. I added codes from these narratives to identify
the piece of archery equipment that caused the injury,
the type of bow or arrow, and the primary activity, e.g.
cleaning equipment, hunting, or practice. If no information was provided, I coded it as “unknown.”

“Different age groups
have different injury patterns. Youths aged 6-12
had the lowest injury rate
of all age categories.”

Methods

This study employed standard epidemiological analyses to compute the injury rates. Basically, I divided the
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I removed 89 cases when
archery was incidental to the
request for emergency care, such
as people who fell out of
bowhunting tree stands and people who stepped on an old arrowhead while doing non-archery
activities. I also removed 32 injury cases from people
who were cleaning or repairing gear at home, all of
whom were “treated and released.”
Some cases required a more considered judgment
call about whether or not to include them in the calculation. Several case narratives reported that the
patient was “playing” with bows and arrows. If the
patient was over age 10, I coded the activity as “practicing” rather than “playing”, unless the narrative
description clearly described goofing around, such as
when a 14 year old was holding a pillow in front of
him as his brother shot arrows at him. I removed 12
“playing” cases from analysis. Finally, there were 8
“co-incidental” cases for injuries that occurred while
engaged in archery, but when archery, itself, was not
the direct cause. These included bug bites, pneumonia, and getting stuck by a fish spine. The final number of cases I used in the analysis was 677 sampled
incidents, for the 10-year study period.
For the number of people engaged in archery, I
used published reports on the number of archers and
bowhunters for each year, compiled by the Physical
Activity Council. The Council is a partnership of
seven major governing bodies and trade associations
in US sports and leisure. A total of 15,067 individual
and 25,074 household surveys were completed in
January/February 2010. The Council weighted the
survey responses to be representative of the total US
population age six and over. Details on their survey
methodology are available in their reports.
All estimates and standard errors were calculated
using the SPSS v13 Complex Samples command,
using the strata weights provided in the NEISS
dataset.

tive number of people who
engaged in archery and/or
bowhunting at least once per
year, the estimated injury rate is
4.4/10,000 participants. If the
estimate of 8.5 million people
who participate annually in
archery and bowhunting is accurate, that means there
are fewer than 4,000 archery injuries nationwide, per
year.
Who is most likely to be injured? Men and boys
are much more likely to go to the ER for archery
injuries than are women and girls: while 73% of the
participants over the decade were males, they were
91% of the emergency room visits.
Table 1 shows that youths aged 6-12 had the lowest injury rate of all age categories (15% of the participants in 2009 and <5% of the injuries), perhaps
reflecting a higher participation rate in supervised
instructional programs, a smaller likelihood of using
broadhead arrows, and using relatively low bow
weights.

“The injury pattern for
recreational archers is
very different from that
for elite competitors.”

Results

The values in this section are the ranges estimated
from the study sample, adjusted to represent the
entire country.
The estimated aggregate number of archery
injuries seen in hospital emergency rooms (ERs) over
the decade for all ages is 35,815 ± 217, and 34,527 for
archers age six and over. Dividing this by the cumula-
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Table 1 Distribution of injuries by age group, 20002009, by age at time of injury, and 2009 injury rate by
age group.
Key A = Age group, B = Percent of cumulative
injuries, 2000-2009, C = Percent of 2009 injuries, D
= Percent of participants in 2009, E = Injury rate per
10,000 participants in 2009
A
B
C
D
E
6-12
9.3
4.7
15.0
1.4
13-17
14.6
13.9
12.7
4.8
18-24
12.4
14.7
11.3
5.7
25-34
19.2
12.7
16.3
3.4
35-44
18.6
15.8
20.3
3.4
45-54
11.5
10.4
16.8
2.7
55-64
6.7
13.9
6.0
10.1
65+
7.7
13.8
1.6
36.6
Total
100.0 100.0 100.0 4.4
What is the most frequent type of injury? There
are four types of injuries usually seen in ERs: lacerations (60-64% of visits), punctures (6-8%), bruising
and scrapes (5-7%), and foreign bodies (4-6%).
Altogether, these accounted for 82% of ER visits
related to archery.
Different age groups have different injury patterns. After lacerations, children and youth are more
likely to present with puncture wounds and foreign
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tion in the narrative comments as
bodies, while archers in their 20swell as the affected body part –
40s more often present with
39% shoulders, and 11% backs – it
strains or sprains. Fractures, usualappears that most sprains and
ly fingers broken when using
strains resulted from repetitive
crossbows, are the second most
drawing motion, or from trying to
common type of injury for archers
draw a bow beyond the strength of
over age 50. A complete table of
the archer (being “over bowed”).
injuries can be found in the pubDo supervised archery prolished research article.
grams reduce the likelihood of
Since two-thirds of the emergency room visits are the result of lacerations, it is injury? While the NEISS dataset does not give any
worthwhile to explore these in more depth. If there is information about whether or not the person was in a
an activity pattern associated with lacerations, train- supervised program at the time of injury, we can look
ing and education programs should focus more on at information about the place the injury took place.
Information on injury locale was included for twothese causes, to prevent injuries.
The part of the body most likely to be lacerated is thirds of the cases in the study set.
Of these, 72% of injuries occurred at home or on
the part that handles arrows or comes into contact
with bow strings: the fingers, hand, or wrist (69-74% the street, 20% in sports, parks or recreation areas, 6%
of all lacerations). The narrative descriptions included in public settings such as archery stores, and <2% in
for 8 years of injury reporting suggest that approxi- schools.
I made a major, but I think reasonable, assumpmately 68% of the lacerations were caused by arrow
tips, 16% by strings, particularly crossbow cables and tion that schools were 100% supervised, and that the
strings, 7% by the bow, 4% by shafts, 3% by scopes, majority of the sports centers and parks were unsupervised. The data for
and 2% by archery targets.
schools
did not include a
Fewer than 1% of the lacRecommendations for Additional Emphasis
single
case
of a laceration
erations were caused by
in Accredited Education Programs
requiring an ER visit,
feathers or vanes. Nearly
though it is possible that
all (99%) of lacerated
Beginner/Novice Archery Instructors
lacerations
and punctures
archers were treated and
• Match arrows to the correct draw length
occurred
and
were treated
released.
• Ensure the archer is not over-bowed
onsite.
However,
foreign
Punctures also occur
• Ensure the arrows remain on the rest
bodies were cited in
mostly in the fingers,
• Ensure the hand position of new archers is
roughly
half of schoolwrist or hand (66-77% of
well below the rest (especially when shootbased
cases
that went to
all punctures). Another 6ing long bows)
the
ER
(almost
always
13% were located in the
• If possible, provide arm guards for new
part of a feather or vane),
arm. Arrow shafts were
archers that protect the upper arm as well
and the balance were
mentioned in 60% of
as the lower arm
bruises or scrapes. Closer
these punctures, and
attention to arm and finarrow tips in 21% of the
Intermediate Archery Coaching
ger position, arrow length,
punctures. Feathers or
• Ensure the archer is not over-bowed
placement
of the arrow on
vanes were mentioned 6%
• Greater focus on proper warm up and
the
rest,
and
the use of
of the time. About 2% of
strengthening of shoulder and back muscles
arm guards, could reduce
these injuries resulted in
these injuries.
the patient being hospiBowhunter Education
In contrast, 55% of
talized or transferred. All
• Safe handling, transport, cleaning, and
other patients were treatthe
injuries sustained in
storage of broadheads
ed and released.
public
settings were lacer• Ensure the archer is not over-bowed
Strains or sprains
ations, 20% punctures and
• Always use a finger guard on crossbow grips
accounted for 4-6% of visforeign bodies, and 7%
Continued on the Next Page
its. Based on the descripArchery Focus
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strains or sprains.
Thus, it appears that supervised archery programs are effective at reducing injuries.
How often do archery injuries
require hospitalization? The data
suggests that about 4 injuries a year
require hospitalization. Crossbows
were associated with 40% of hospitalizations and treatment for broken bones or amputated fingers. Serious lacerations (29% of hospitalizations)
were caused by handling broadhead arrows. Foreign
bodies (ruptured arrows or short arrows being shot into
the bow hand) accounted for most of the remaining hospitalizations.
How can we minimize the rate and severity of
archery injuries? The injury pattern for recreational
archers is very different from that for elite competitors. Muscle strains account for 60% of the elite competitors’ injuries, compared to only 5% recreational
archers and bowhunters. Recreational archers and
bowhunters are much more likely to report lacerations
(60-64% of visits, compared to 0% for elite competitors). Both groups report high rates of shoulder
injuries (49% reported among elite competitors, 39%
among all archers in this study).
The analysis suggests that accredited archery and
bowhunter education programs could reduce acute
and chronic injuries even further, by placing a greater
emphasis on having instructors focus on the activities
listed in the box on page 13.
It is not clear why adult males are more likely to
go to the ER than adult women, even after accounting for the different numbers of male and female participants. Perhaps women are more likely to seek
instruction.
How firm are these estimates? Since all of the
numbers in this study were based on a very small sample, readers should consider these results as providing
a general picture of archery injuries. First, the data
were collected from emergency rooms. This overstates
the severity of the injury in cases when an archer goes
to the ER because his usual source of care is unavailable, such as during hunting or a weekend tournament, or when the archer has no usual source of care
(uninsured). On the other hand, lacerations, bruising,
and muscle or joint injuries undoubtedly happen
more frequently then are shown in the data, but are
treated at home, by a school nurse, or by an officebased physician.

The estimates for punctures,
foreign bodies, and amputations
are probably more complete,
since it is reasonable to assume
that most people would go
directly to an ER for treatment.
Second, it was not always
able to determine the exact circumstances of the situation in
which the injury occurred. Narrative information did
not start being collected until 2002, and the narrative
information collected thereafter did not always
include enough detail to distinguish between times
then the archer was shooting or cleaning and repairing gear.

“Fractures, usually fingers broken when using
crossbows, are the second most common type
of injury for archers over
age 50.”
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With these caveats in mind, the estimated rate
of recreational archery and bowhunting injuries
resulting in an emergency room visit is very low:
4.4/10,000 archers. This is a fraction of the injury rate
for more popular sports such as basketball, football,
and baseball, where participants are running around
and bumping into each other. Even if we attribute all
reported injuries to “core participants,” defined as
bowhunters who go at least eight times per year, and
as core target archers shooting at least 26 times per
year, the injury rate in 2009 was only about 13/10,000
core participant years.
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Archery Ballistics /
Timeless Bowhunting
Book Reviews
Author Roy S. Marlow has written a couple of books
sure to appeal to archery geeks, lovingly referred to as
“technoweenies” in the pages of This Magazine. If you
are of a scientific bent Mr. Marlow, a trained engineer, lays out for you the physics behind many of the
techniques of both target archery and bowhunting.
Archery Ballistics: Its History and Modern Use

This book consists of many short chapters covering
only the topics necessary to
understand things like arrow
flight and bow dynamics. To
keep it interesting, Mr. Marlow
personifies the basic physical
principles by referring to the scientists responsible for the principles being introduced which was
quite refreshing. He even walked
his readers through the experiments done early in the twentieth century by Saxton Pope,
C.N. Hickman, Paul Klopsteg,
and Forrest Nagler. The reason
for this comes later in his
encouragement to his readers to
get their hands a little dirty
because many of the measurements and experiments made
most of a hundred years ago can be done by archers
even only a little handy.
Numerous tables and diagrams are used to
explain a wide panoply of topics (you are not going to
read this at one sitting). The explanations are mostly
superb. If one criticism can be uttered is that we wish
there were appendices or a supporting website that
would actually show the math. In one intriguing sidebar (Let-off and Aiming on page 53 of Timeless
Bowhunting) Mr. Marlow makes the point that highletoff compound bows allow for less stress at full draw
Archery Focus

but actually make it harder to hold your bow still at
full draw. In his explanation he points out that for a
60# bow that weighs 5 1/4 pounds, at full draw the
torque created by holding the bow below center and
pulling with one’s string hand balances the force of
gravity on the bow almost completely! The calculations are simple enough and it would have been nice
to show them. (This also shows why “dropping one’s
bow arm” after the shot is a common form flaw; the
bow goes from being almost
weightless (to your bow
arm) to weighing 5+
pounds at arm’s length!)
One can forgive the
author for the minor lapse
of equating potential energy with “stored energy”
(kinetic energy can be
stored also, e.g. flywheels
and thermal masses) in this
context but errors of any
kind are exceedingly rare.
All in all, this is a very
enjoyable and educational
book! This should be especially useful to target
archery coaches who need
to know the science behind
their recommendations.
Table of Contents
Introduction
A Brief History
Aristotle and Motion
Galileo and Gravity
Projectile Trajectory
Newton and Force
The Mathematics of Change
Continued on the Next Page
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Momentum and Energy
Robins and the Ballistic Pendulum
Bernoulli and Projectile Drag
Poncelet and Penetration
The Birth of Archery Ballistics
Bow Cast
Velocity of Arrows
Striking Force of Arrows
Arrow Rotation
Arrow Friction
Arrow Penetration
The Golden Age
The Archer’s Paradox
Bow Bending
Storing Energy
Releasing Energy
Virtual Mass and Efficiency
Limb Shape
String Force
An Ancient Marvel
Bow Design Basics
Primitive Bows
Traditional Bows
Compounds
Arrow Flight Explained
Shooting Over and Under
Obstacles
Accuracy at Unknown Distances
Effective Range
Shooting Upward and
Downward
Shooting in the Wind
Shooting at Altitude
Downrange Energy Loss
Arrow Weight and Launch
Speed
Fletching
Fletching Type
Fletching Size and Offset
Accuracy and Penetration
Minor Factors
Arrow Penetration
Hard Targets
Soft Targets
Combination Targets
Broadheads and Tissue
The Home Lab: Down and Dirty
Making a Force-Draw Curve
Measuring Stored Energy
Commercial Chronographs
Arrow Speed without a Chronograph
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A Simple Shooting Machine
Calculating Performance
Companion CD: Archery Ballistics Calculator
Contains a user manual and Excel spreadsheets to
calculate many of the things explained in the book.
Archery Ballistics: Its History and Modern Use
by Roy S. Marlow
Strike Point Press, 2010
224 pages, softbound
$24.95 ($29.95 with CD,
$9.95 if ordered separately)
Available at www.strikepoint-press.com
Timeless Bowhunting

This book is much like Archery Ballistics but instead
of just being focused on just
the science of archery, it is
focused on the “art, the science, and spirit” of
bowhunting. Mr. Marlow
goes through arrows, bows,
and shooting technique in
the first 35 short chapters
but then continues with
tricks of the bowhunting
trade and a strong section
about preparing for the
hunt. He follows that with
seven chapters on the mental game and six more on
the responsibilities of ethical hunters. He finishes
with a look at what the
future of bowhunting might
bring.
Mr. Marlow is well focused on his topic. For
example, in Chapter 35 he discusses the advantages of
drawing with the arrow in line with the target or
“drawing on the way up.” If the topic were target
archery, the discussion would be different, but since it
is bowhunting, and the number of shots taken in a
single day averages from 0-2, this is a most apt discussion, focused on whether game would be spooked
by the greater motion associated with the “off-line”
draw or not. Likewise there are release aid techniques
that work fine for bowhunting but no so well for target shooting and vice-versa. More folks need to distinguish what audience they are talking to as carefully.
Again, there are many photos, diagrams, and
Archery Focus

tables to clarify the discussions and these were found
to be universally helpful. A glimpse at the table of
contents shows the range of very practical issues
addressed. There are occasional lapses, such as on
page 66 where the author says that “Fast Flight is
made from a polyurethane fiber . . .” when Fast Flight
bowstring material is made of polyethylene, not
polyurethane, but such lapses are exceedingly rare.
Highly recommended to all who are interested in
the technical aspects of bowhunting.
Table of Contents

Introduction
01. Carbon Arrows
02. Aluminum Arrows
03. Wood Arrows
04. Fletching
05. Broadheads
06. Depth of Kill
07. Arrow Weight
08. Penetration Simplified
09. Understanding Spine
10. Static Spine
11. Dynamic Spine
12. Balance Point
13. Spine Charts and Testers
14. Compounds
15. Recurves and Longbows
16. Takedown Bows
17. Bowstrings for Stickbows
18. A Primitive Bow Primer
19. Become a Two Bow Hunter?
20. Choosing a Bow Weight
21. Static Design Efficiency
22. Dynamic Shooting Efficiency
23. Maximizing Bow Performance
24. Technique: An Age-Old Subject
25. Sights or No Sights?
26. Aiming With Sights
27. Aiming Without Sights
28. Subliminal Shooting
29. Instinctive Shooting Made Easy
30. “Release Aids”
31. Mechanical Releases
32. Finger Shooting
33. Shooting Flaws
34. Shot Setup
35. Drawing the Bow
36. Dynamic Tension
37. Pressure Point Control
38. Shooting Tempo
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39. Shoot Low for High Success
40. Shooting from Treestands
41. Shooting Uphill and Downhill
42. Shooting Angle
43. Shooting Through Brush
44. How We Judge Range
45. Learning to Judge Range
46. Eliminating Ranging Errors
47. Single Pin Success
48. “No Pin” Success
49. String Jumping
50. Shooting in the Wind
51. Draw-Checks
52. Magnum Arrows
53. Keep It Simple
54. Getting Better
55. Hunting Practice
56. Practice Games
57. Think Small for Big Game
58. Concentration
59. Visualization
60. Think and Act “Right”
61. On the Practice Range
62. Target Panic
63. Buck Fever
64. Bowhunting Goals
65. Shooting Distance
66. Compound Accuracy
67. Stickbow Accuracy
68. Wounding Loss and Distance
69. Women and Youths
70. Practical Ethics
71. Bowhunting Technology
72. Technology Issues
73. The Crossbow Issue
74. A Clash of Cultures
Timeless Bowhunting
by Roy S. Marlow
Strike Point Press, 2003
254 pages, softbound
$19.95 (on sale for $15.95 at press time)
Available at www.strikepoint-press.com
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The Mental Game:
Positive Affirmations
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
The process of coaching collegiate archers over
a period of four years offers an opportunity to do more
far more that just develop archery skills. You have the
opportunity to guide their development as competitive
archers, students and even as human beings. With this
in mind, I do take certain liberties when introducing
my students to positive affirmations.
Positive affirmations are used by people throughout their lives to help guide themselves through many
aspects of their personal development. I personally
like how well they work with the use of the goals we
set in our journey to become world class archers.
One of the things I promise my archers when we
start up each year is that no matter what kind of hell
I may be dealing with at work or in my personal life
when I walk through the door to the archery room I
will leave all those problems outside the door. After explaining
this and displaying a helpful professional attitude I simply ask them to do me the
same courtesy. Once establishing those ground rules I
rarely have to remind them of our deal.
Having developed a positive environment in
which to work with these new archers it is only one
more step to introduce them to the power of positive
affirmations. We explain that developing a positive

mindset is one of the most powerful life strategies
there is and that by using visualizations and positive
affirmations, it is possible to achieve whatever you
want.
At this point, it is very helpful to have them put
some thought into setting goals for themselves. Yes, I
know, entire books have been written on just the
process of setting goals and with as many things are
going on in a college student’s life the last thing they
need is another homework assignment. That’s why we
are going to keep our goal setting simple and do it
during a team practice.
Tell them that while you are interested in how
many kids they plan to have, where they want to live,
that they want to find a cure for cancer and that they
want to retire at 45: those are not the goals we need
them to focus on at this time.
There are many approaches to
beginning to have your kids think
about goals but one simple approach I like to use is to
hand out a form that allows them to clearly establish
their own goals in a relatively painless manner (see
form at right).
First review the goals that they recorded for you
earlier and, after reviewing those items, I encourage
them to put some thought into what kind of person
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CONFIDENTIAL - Personal Goals
Overall Academic & Life Goals

Name____________________
Date_____________________

Academic Goal -_______________________________________________
(Do you hope to graduate with honors or do you hope for a certain GPA?)
Degree Goal - _________________________________________________
(What is your major? And do you plan to pursue an advanced degree?)

Career Goal - __________________________________________________
(What do you plan to be doing for a living in 20 years?)
Archery Goal -_________________________________________________
(What is your ultimate goal in archery?)

Collegiate Goals
Academic Goals by Year (Circle All that Apply)
1st Year - 2.0 / 2.5 / 3.0 / Dean’s List / President’s List / Other_____________
2nd Year - 2.0 / 2.5 / 3.0 / Dean’s List / President’s List / Other_____________
3rd Year - 2.0 / 2.5 / 3.0 / Dean’s List / President’s List / Other_____________
4th Year - 2.0 / 2.5 / 3.0 / Dean’s List / President’s List / Other_____________
Archery Goals by Year (Circle All that Apply)

1st Yr - Join Club / Make Team / All-East / All-American / Top 3 / Nat’l Champ / World Champ
2nd Yr - Join Club / Make Team / All-East /All-American / Top 3 / Nat’l Champ / World Champ
3rd Yr - Join Club / Make Team / All-East / All-American / Top 3 / Nat’l Champ / World Champ
4th Yr - Join Club / Make Team / All-East / All-American / Top 3 / Nat’l Champ / World Champ

The Reality
Describe briefly where you think you are right now with your shooting.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
The Dream
Restate your ultimate goal in Archery from above.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
The Offer
What are you willing to do to make your dream become a reality. (Circle)
Cardio Training, Weight Training, Mental Training, Learn Tuning,
Practice in Windy Conditions, Practice in Rain/Sleet/Snow
Other _____________________________________________________________________
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they want to be as an adult. Who they admire most
and what qualities they have that they would most
like to adopt themselves. Then expand that list to
include other personality traits and qualities that they
admire in other people that they would most like to
emulate.
Now I explain that a positive affirmation is one
statement that when met brings you one step closer to
achieving the goals, written or unwritten, that we
have established for ourselves. Then I hand them
another form and ask them to complete the exercise,
developing at least one positive affirmation in each of
the categories listed.
The categories I like to include on the list are:

1. Academics

2. Conditioning
3. Personal Growth
4. Archery—Team Spirit
5. Archery—Practice
6. Archery—Mental Training
7. Archery—Shooting Form
8. Archery—Competition
After they take a minute to look over the list, they generally give you one of those looks that can best be
described as “A Deer in the Headlights.” It is at that
point that I provide a handout which includes sample
affirmations that I have developed over the years.

Positive Affirmation Exercise
Samples for Life & Training

The sample affirmations below are just that. Samples
for you to consider while developing your own affirmations. You are welcome to use any of them, as written or modify them to suit your needs.
Academics

I attend all classes, stay current at all times and pass
all classes with high marks.
Conditioning

I work on weight training at least twice a week and
aerobic training three times a week.
Personal Growth

I am slow to anger . . . quick to forgive . . . and stand
in judgement of no man.
I practice random acts of kindness at least once a day.
Team Spirit

I encourage and assist teammates at every opportunity.
I display a positive attitude at all team activities.
Practice

I attend practice and work on skill development five
days a week.

Archery Focus . . .
Now can be read on your
iPad, Nook, or other
e-Reader.
(We do recommend you put it
down while shooting, though.)
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I arrive on time and warm up before practice every
day.
Mental Training

I work on positive affirmations seven days a week.
Samples for Shooting Form

Stance
I am careful to set up in the same stance every time I
go to the line.
Finger Placement
I place my fingers on the string deliberately, placing
the string in the first joint of my fingers.
Grip
My bow hand is relaxed and located in the same place
on every shot.
Pre-Draw
I always put everything in alignment during my PreDraw.
Draw
I draw smoothly, without interruption, through the
completion of my shot.
I use back tension to complete the execution of my
shot.
Anchor
My anchor point is exactly the same on every shot.
Aim
I burn a hole in the x-ring with my eyes and surround
the hole with my aperature.
I only focus on the center of the target.
Release
My fingers are relaxed and my release is smooth.
I am mentally focused . . . and am always surprised by
the release.
Followthrough
My followthrough is consistent and I am still aiming
when the arrow hits the ten.

I perform at my best when the competition is greatest.
I perform at my best in major competition.
Combos
I’m relaxed and confident . . . and shoot26
aggressively.
I feel strong and confident . . . and my release is good.
I stand tall . . . set up strong . . . and shoot aggressively.
Once they have developed their own affirmations,
have them write them on 3x5 cards. Then have them
keep them where they will be able to read them three
to five times a day. The purpose for some is to serve
as a reminder of something they need to do, others to
help them actually develop a new skill or mindset and
still others to keep them mindful of the person they
want to become. Once they have gained control of
one of the topics addressed by one of the 3x5 cards
they should simply remove it from the rotation and
upgrade to another topic, keeping their affirmations
current and relevant at all times.
There is nothing easy about developing a better
mental game. Archers have resisted working in this
area more than any other aspect of their game. That’s
why it is particularly satisfying when you work with
the one in a thousand that actually gets it and you get
to see them succeed on the most stressful of all stages.
Victory really can be ours . . . but we have to believe
we are worthy.
Thanks for spending this time with me. I look forward to seeing you on the shooting field.

Samples for Competition

Timing
I am aggressive on every shot and the timing of my
shot sequence is always the same.
I am comfortable shooting my three arrows in 45
seconds.
Mental
I am comfortable shooting in front of spectators.
I am confident and relaxed when shooting competition.
I am confident and relaxed when shooting major
competition.
As a competitor . . . I thrive on pressure.
Archery Focus
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How Compound
Bows Mislead
Beginners
by Steve Ruis
Before I begin I feel the need to tell you I started in
archery with a compound bow and still primarily
shoot compounds today. I say this because I don’t
want to have to duck from all of the pots and pans
you might throw when I get into this topic. The
basic premise of this article is: compound bows make
archery accuracy easy, possibly too easy. Obviously I
am talking to those of you who coach, well mostly
anyway.
I was watching a YouTube video just the other
day and it was a two parter on how to prepare
for/manage(?) buck fever. The young man in the
video demonstrated his archery prowess in Part 1
and then performed some serious calisthenics (simulating the excitement/arousal of buck fever?) before
shooting again to compare the results in Part 2. I
want to applaud the young man for trying to prepare
for what he was expecting to experience while hunting. And, in Part 1 this young man shot a nice fistsized five arrow group at 20 yards. He also shot with
a raised bow shoulder, bent bow arm, pistol grip on
his bow, swatting the trigger of his wriststrap release,
and no followthrough to speak of.
My point is that you can shoot fairly well doing
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a great deal coaches would say was “wrong,” certainly well enough for bowhunting needs. There are
some pitfalls for coaches here. For one, if you are
coaching somebody trained this way, do you recommend making changes? (I say “maybe yes, maybe
no;” it depends on their goals.) For another, how do
you start compound beginners on a path that allows
for the highest levels of performance, even though
examples around them (friends, parents, YouTube,
etc.) may not be shooting as you recommend but still
shooting “pretty darned good.” And not only that
but these new compounders start off shooting better
than they did before to boot!
I’ll start with the second part.
A Beginner’s Reaction
to a “Real Compound Bow”

Most rank beginners, those not part of an archery
family, usually don’t have an opportunity to shoot a
“real compound bow.” By “real compound” I mean a
bow with letoff. Nearly all manufacturers of bows
offer a “zero letoff ” bow to beginners in response to
the overwhelming success of the Mathews Genesis
bow. These zero letoff bows are the bows that beginners encounter in beginning archery classes for the
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big reason that compound bows with “nonzero”
letoff have to be adjusted so that the bow’s draw
length setting matches the archer’s draw length and
there is more than a little bit of fiddling required to
do that. So, when archers first get hold of a compound bow with letoff, all of a sudden archery seems
much, much easier.
Now, because compound bows are considerably
more difficult than recurve bows to set up, many
beginning “compounders” are shooting bows
improperly set up for them. Combine this problem
with the fact that young people grow fast, and even
if their rig is fitting them properly now, in as little as
six weeks it may not fit them well at all.
Given all of this, many compounders shoot quite
well, even though the bows they shoot are not at all
well fitting. So, fit well or not, a great many beginners find compound bows more accurate to shoot
and consequently more satisfying.
The Problem

More than a few beginning compound archers get
quite good quite quickly. But this largely involves a
comparison with how well they shot in the past.
The compound bow is heavy, not to draw per se
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but to hold up at arm’s length. That mass is one of
the core reasons for the stability of the compound
bow. That much mass possesses a lot of inertia, that
is it is hard to move. So even the young YouTube
archer who had his hand wrapped around the bow
(indicating some pre-loaded bow hand torque),
swatted the trigger of his release with his finger . . .
which has to move the release aid . . . which is
attached to the string, which is attached to the
arrow, and who had an inconsistent set of movements in lieu of a followthrough, could still shoot
credible groups at 20 yards. Once that bow was
heaved into position, it tended to stay there no matter whether the shot was done well or not, largely
due to its mass.
And I can imagine your response to all of this
being “well, you are saying that like it is a bad
thing?” Yes, it is a bad thing.
Well, bad for target archers, I’d say it is a qualified “good” for deer. Many bowhunters put in little
to no work on their shot. This is not a slam on them,
it is more about the hunting than about the bow for
many of them. Having a bow that tolerates a wide
range of “techniques” is therefore a good thing as
Continued on the Next Page
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more deer (and other game animals) will be taken
without undue suffering. But for target archers, this
is definitely not good. The reason? The bow gives
poor feedback: shoot a good shot, shoot an indifferent shot, about the same outcome. Beginners, especially, need a link-up in which if they shoot a shot
well, the get a good result and if they shoot a shot
poorly, they get a poor result. In this manner the bow
teaches us what we are doing well and not so well.
Compound bows don’t do this well.
Another thing real compounds possess that
other bows do not is letoff. By reducing the strain of
holding the bow in full draw position, compound
bows with letoff supply lots of time with which to
aim. This often accounts for much of the improvement a new compound archer experiences.
What to Do, What to Do?

For beginners who shoot much better with that first
compound bow they pick up, the danger is that they
may be getting rewarded for not particularly good
performance. And yes, they are shooting better that
they were doing just a while ago with that recurve

bow or longbow, but if they get into competing, all
their competitors will also have compound bows and
they will have benefited from that inertial stability
and who then will win those competitions? The
answer—the archers who are executing best and
most consistently.
Archers doing better than they have expected
may be lulled into a false sense of their own ability.
In beating everyone else in their archery class they
may think they “are there.” They may not work hard,
they may not listen to advice.
This same phenomenon I have seen quite a few
times in the junior ranks. A bright young archer who
shows a lot of promise is lickety-split “State
Champion,” having beat two or maybe three other
archers. Next they stop accepting coaching, or even
advice from other students. “Who are they to offer
me advice,” they seem to think, “after all, I am State
Champion.” (Yes, my precious.) Many of you have a
similar story of an attitude problem created by too
rapid success.
Since the bow masks many of the mistakes new
compound shooters make, one route to take is to

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair
has written about her adventures guiding herself and three boys
through the world of archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches,
equipment, tournaments, travel, and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side, although not without some
teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up a mentor, coach
(yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of her
second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything
from snow and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by
sandblasting winds while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a
great deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com
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encourage them to “compete up” as in, “Wow, you
really waxed that 9m round, why don’t you try competing against the Juniors?”
Since the problem is one of a lack of external
perspective (But I am shooting higher than I have
ever shot before!) some of that perspective can be
supplied by changing the context. (Wow that guy
didn’t miss the 10 for the whole round!) Then you
have a new idea you can sell about how well they
may be able to shoot.
If you don’t have suitable competition for them
to tackle, try asking them if they are interested in
going after records. Have them look up the records
for their age category on the Internet. If the state
record isn’t particularly high, make sure you look up
the national or even international records to keep in
your back pocket. Sometimes a comparison between
what your student shoots and what can be done . . .
that has been done . . . can supply some perspective
within which you can work.

manufacturers seem to be doing a good job of that
all by themselves with so many bows now being built
extremely reflexed with short ATAs) but some reorientation needs to happen for those new compound
shooters who want to excel, otherwise they will just
be setting themselves up for disappointment by not
making the best of their training opportunities.
There will be a number of new compound archers
out there who are trying to learn a much as they can
as fast as they can, and they will wax your student
every time if he/she is deluded by the easy accuracy
of a compound bow.

I certainly don’t advocate making compound
bows less stable or harder to shoot (although the

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Powder and
Paper Testing
by Larry Wise
The facts, Ma’am, all we want are the facts!
That’s a great line from Dragnet’s Joe Friday, remember him? (If you are under 50, don’t even try!) But
that’s just what bow tuning needs if you’re going to
make a difference in your or your student’s performance—facts. So here’s what to do to get the facts
you need and how to use that information when you
get it.
Facts about arrow flight as the arrow passes the
bow handle and arrow rest are essential if you want
the best flight and groups possible. You must have an
effective method for collecting and showing facts
about arrow flight if you expect your students to
believe in what you’re doing for them or even to
believe it yourself.

In order to improve arrow flight you must first
identify your flight problems and that means powder
testing and paper testing and the latter entails building a paper testing station (a picture frame and newspaper, plus a can of white spray powder are all that
you need to get started).
Powder and paper tests tell you exactly what the
arrow is doing as it passes the arrow rest and travels
the first eight yards down range. With this knowledge
you can make tension adjustments to your arrow rest,
adjust nock fit, reposition nocking point locators, and
alter the center-shot location of your arrow rest just to
name a few things.
Powder Testing

The powder test is best done using an aerosol spray

To make a powder test effective use a common athlete’s foot spray on the
fletched end of the shaft. Before you buy it be sure that it is the “powder” type and not a clear liquid so that any contact marks/streaks can
be easily seen.
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The contact marks of the arrow rest are seen on the bottom vane of the
lower arrow. The launcher of the arrow rest has made a long mark on
the shaft. Near the vane it leaves the shaft but marks a streak along the
vane that must be eliminated for good arrow flight. The top picture
shows the same arrow now free from any fletch contact with the only
adjustment being a simple nock rotation.
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Rotating your arrow’s nocks can eliminate vane contact with the
arrow rest. The nock on the left is set for a launcher-style rest and
would allow the bottom vanes to pass on either side of the launcher
blade. The center nock is set for a shoot-through style arrow rest while
the nock on the right is set for a two-prong style rest allowing the bottom vane to pass between the two prongs. Tghe left two will work for
the surround-style rest where all of the vanes pass through bristles.

can of white powder (typically foot powder works
well); make sure it’s powder and not a clear liquid
spray.
Start by spraying powder on the last six or eight
inches of the fletched end of an arrow (see photo) and
shoot the arrow into a relatively dense backstop. Next,
check the fletching for contact marks. These marks
(typically steaks in the powder) come from contact of
the vanes or nock with the arrow rest, sight window
of the bow, or even the cables.
Since this contact disturbs arrow flight you must
take steps to eliminate it or dampen it as much as possible. As long as this contact exists you can’t proceed
with other tuning steps because of the likelihood of
false indicators created by the contact. Most people
call these “clearance problems.”
Adjusting Nock Rotation You can often eliminate
contact between the arrow rest and the fletching (see
photos) by rotating nocks to reposition the fletching.
Rotate one nock and retest with powder to note
improvement or lack thereof. When you get clear
flight, set all of your arrow nocks to match the test
arrow. Some common nock positions are shown (see
photo). All of these would work for a drop-away rest.
Adjusting Arrow Rests If rotating your nocks
doesn’t eliminate the contact, then examine the arrow
rest. Many rests can be repositioned to allow more
space for the fletching as it passes through or over it.
Twin launcher prongs can be spaced farther apart to
allow more room for the bottom fletch but the prongs
should not be separated by more than 2/3 of the
width of the arrow shaft. The launcher/plunger rest’s
Archery Focus

The top-left NAP arrow rest is a shoot-through style requiring the
bottom-right vane to pass between the side-plate and the bottomplate. The top-right arrow rest is the Millennium single launcher, the
most commonly used style of target rest. The bottom arrow rest, a QAD
Ultra drop-away rest, does not require any specific nock rotation. In all
cases all of your nocks should still be set in the same orientation.

plates can be spread apart also as long as some of the
launcher is always under the middle of the shaft.
Tuning Adjustments Occasionally, some simple
adjustments can correct fletch contact. Raising your
nocking point locator can eliminate contact on the
bottom fletch or changing the tension on the cushion
plunger or side spring will help eliminate contact with
the sight window and cushion plunger.
When a launcher rest is too weak the arrow tends
to ride low across it allowing the bottom fletch to
strike it on the way by. Using a stiffer launcher can
help raise the fletched end of the arrow and eliminate
contact. This will also help tighten arrow groups that
have been vertical in shape.
Some popular rests surround the arrow with bristles. These bristles hold the arrow in place at all times
and guide the arrow through the rest but don’t give
clear results with a powder test. You may give the
powder a try looking for equal contact all around the
fletched end of the shaft but this is often difficult to
ascertain. Be sure to rotate your nocks so that one
fletch is pointing upward and not downward where
the bristles are stiffer.
Powder Testing Drop-Away Rests Shooting a
drop-away rest requires some extra powder testing.
The front-end of the arrow shaft should contact the
rest for only about three or four inches before the rest
falls away from under the shaft. About the only way
to check this is with a high-speed camera. We’ve done
this at one of my shooting schools at Lancaster
Archery with their camera and obtained some very
Continued on the Next Page
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interesting results—so many bow and rest parts move,
bounce, and shake that it was a real eye opener.
Sometimes a drop-away rest can fall down and
then bounce back up making contact with the shaft or
fletching near the back of the shaft. To check for this
you have to spray powder on both the rest and shaft
and look for contact. To combat a bounce-up you may
have to place a rubber dampener device under the rest
or raise the rest location upward to allow it to drop
further downward and well below the passing arrow
shaft.
The high-speed video also showed arrows
launched from a too low nock location whose fletching contacted the fallen rest. Some of these arrows
bounced upward causing a nock-high paper test. Talk
about confusing! You can uncover this problem by
powder testing the fletching and the rest to find that
the rest is being struck by the fletching as it passes
over the fallen rest. The solution was simple, raise the
nocking point, the opposite of what the paper test
indicated.
Adjusting Nock Fit Nocks that fit too tight tend to
act stiff as they leave the bow. In other words, they
leave nock-right (for right-handers) and those arrows
sometimes strike the sight window or arrow rest.
Nocks that are too loose may leave nock-left or nock
low and result in fletch contact with the arrow rest.
To get proper nock fit you may have to change
strings and/or center serving. When the fit is correct
you can easily pull the nock from the string with
index finger and thumb and the nock should slide, but
not too easily, up and down the string (as a test).

Paying attention to this detail will improve groups
and flight greatly just because contact has been eliminated.
Adjusting Arrow Size If none of the simple
adjustments work, then you’ll have to get radical and
change your arrow or fletching. The easiest to change
is the fletching angle. Contact may be due to the
angle of the fletching on the shaft and reducing it
slightly may help eliminate contact. Don’t put it on
straight down the shaft since some angle is necessary
to stabilize the arrow, especially when shooting
broadheads.
The very last resort is to change arrow sizes. Stiff
and/or weak arrows won’t clear the rest as well as an
arrow whose spine is matched to the draw weight and
arrow rest. This can be expensive.
Adjusting Shooting Form Some archers have form
flaws that cause bad arrow flight. Before you can correct arrow flight you may have to you do a little form
coaching to, for example, improve bow hand placement to prevent handle torque or improve string finger placement, if they shoot with fingers, to prevent
twisting the string to the side at full draw.
The most disruptive flaw is in the archer’s bow
hand placement. Fully 95 percent of the archers who
attend my shooting schools or come for private
coaching have incorrect bow hand placement.
Instead, they grip the bow handle as if it were a pistol; they fail to rotate their knuckles to a forty-five
degree angle; they tense their hand and fingers or do
some combination of all of these. This, of course,
means that during the power stroke when the arrow is
crossing the arrow rest the bow handle is being
torqued in some direction instead of being free from
torque. Obviously this twisting of the handle moves
the bow into a different position that the one carefully lined up with the target at full draw, resulting in a
miss, but also may result in the arrow rest rotating
into the fletching as it glides by (see photo).
When these form flaws are corrected you are
going to get more reliable test results from powder
testing and more accurate shooting as well.
Paper Testing

A properly placed and relaxed bow hand is essential for getting consistent powder and/or paper tests. Tightly gripping fingers and a bent
thumb indicate that torque is being transferred to the bow handle
when the bowstring is released. The bow hand shown in the photo
should be a model for you and your students—the fingers are relaxed
and the relaxed thumb is pointing toward the target.
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Paper testing is the art of shooting arrows through a
piece of paper, typically newspaper, from close range.
The hole created in the paper tells how the arrow was
oriented in three-dimensional space as it passed
through the paper. Reading this orientation and making adjustments to reduce any excessive tearing (tearing indicating the arrow is not flying straight). Arrow
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flight and arrow grouping can be improved by positioning the arrow’s nock-end behind and in-line with
the point-end.
To be able to paper test, you need a picture frame
or similar wooden frame about 15 x 15 inches or bigger. Hang it three or four feet in front of your target
and cover it with newspaper. You can use a roll of
plain paper if it has the same density as newspaper;
heavy paper can alter the arrow’s flight and give false
readings so it is not recommended. Art supply stores
may have newspaper or newsprint in economical rolls
or precut pads (see photo).
Stand at least three yards away from the paper
frame when shooting your arrows through the paper.
I find that five to eight yards gives the best readings
because that is where your arrows are usually at their
worst and if you get good results there you can be sure
that your arrow flight is good at any distance. You
should have completed all powder testing at this point
and have uninhibited arrow passage since unwanted
contact with the arrow rest definitely affects an
arrow’s flight and how it passes through the paper.
Shoot several arrows through the paper making
sure that you or your students are using a good relaxed
hand on the bow handle. Inconsistent bow hand
placement and tension will drastically alter the results
of paper tests. Test at several distances back to about
eight yards before you jump to any conclusions about
arrow flight. A typical hole looks like those shown in

A picture frame covered with some newspaper or wrapping paper is all
that is needed for paper testing. The one shown has been around for . . .
well, a long time. Be sure to hang it about two yards in front of a dense
backstop so the arrows pass completely through the paper but stop quickly with the powder marks undisturbed.
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the photo. Once you read the hole you then must
decide on a course of corrections to improve your
arrow flight.
Adjusting Nocking Point Location If the arrow
holes have any high or low tearing, then you must
adjust the nocking point location. Do this first. If the
tear is high then the fletched-end is passing through
the paper higher than the point – the vanes will create paper-rips that are above and larger than the tiny
rip created by the point. To correct this condition
move the nocking point down the bowstring a small
amount and retest.
Continue lowering the nocking point and retesting until you get good results through the paper or
until the nocking point positions the bottom of the
shaft level with the arrow rest. Generally, you don’t
want the nock-end setting lower than the point-end
but sometimes that’s what it takes to get good flight.
Be careful however, as this may create contact
between the fletching and the arrow rest and give
false results—powder test again to be sure.
If the fletched-end rips through the paper lower
than the point, move the nocking point up the string
a little and retest. Repeat until satisfied.
Don’t knock yourself out trying to get a perfect
hole. Instead, look for a hole that has crisp vane slices
through the paper. Watch out, though, if you have to
move the nocking point below level then start looking
for another solution to the high tear indication.
Sometimes a over-stiff launcher will keep the arrow
tearing high through the paper and changing it to a
slightly weaker one will solve the problem. Arrow
tears of less than a half inch are good. Just be sure that
the vane slices are crisp which indicates a stabile
arrow. Perfect holes are great if you can get them but
the “proof of the pudding” is always the groups you
get in the target. Paper testing is going to help you
most with eliminating arrow sizes that don’t work
well and getting that correct shaft closer to good
arrow flight; it’s not the last step in tuning.
Single Cam Tuning Arrow spine can create
high/low ripping in the paper tests of one-cam bows.
My good friend Dietmar Trillus of Canada, 2007
World Target Champion, instructed me that weakspined arrow shafts out of his Mathews bow will tend
to tear nock-high when paper testing. Stiffer spined
shafts will tend to show a low nock tear through the
paper. That’s one reason why some bow setups continue to tear nock high no matter where you adjust
the nocking point location: the arrow is weak and
Continued on the Next Page
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The left-hand hole is from my PSE MoneyMaker and shows a slight
nock-right tear. To improve this stiff-acting arrow flight I will test heavier points in the same .500 spine Maxima shafts. The hole on the right is
from a Mathews Apex and shows a slight nock-left and low tear. This
setup needs a slightly stiffer shaft and a higher nocking point location.

needs to be switched for a stiffer shaft.
Once Dietmar set me straight on this tuning
indicator I was able to greatly improve my setup with
my Mathews Conquest 4. Mostly I was getting a
Paper Tear Corrections

Nock-left holes in paper (for right-handers)
can result from weak spined arrows. The corrections for weak arrows are:
Less draw weight
More horizontal plunger tension
Less point weight
Move center-shot of rest slightly left
Stiffer (lower spine value) arrow shaft.
When your arrows are indicating “weak
spine” it may take a combination of these
adjustments to correct the flight but try one at
a time so you can identify which one made the
change and make a note for future reference.
(Note These same corrections apply to nockright holes from left-hand bows.)
Nock-right holes in paper (for right-handers)
can result from stiff-acting arrows. The corrections for stiffness are:
More draw weight
Less horizontal plunger tension
More point weight
Move center-shot of rest slightly right
Weaker (higher spine value) arrow shaft.
Again, make a combination of these
adjustments to correct stiff arrow flight but
make them one at a time. (Note These same
corrections apply to nock-left holes from lefthand bows.)
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C.W. Erickson sells this tuning rack with illustrated instructions (right).

slightly left, nock-low tear through paper so I
switched from 90-grain to 108-grain points and
immediately improved my paper test, arrow flight,
and arrow groups. Remember, the bottom line is
always about how well your arrows group!
Adjusting For Left and Right Arrow Tears
Correcting arrow flight for nock-right and nock- left
tearing traits through the paper is more difficult than
correcting for up and down. An arrow tears left or right
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because its spine is not properly matched to the bow
system. (Remember, we already eliminated arrow rest
contact.) These adjustments are numerous and don’t
always get results if the arrow isn’t the proper spine or
something major is wrong with the bow system.
I remind you again that this is not a perfect world
and you should not beat your head against the wall

trying to get a perfect hole. Close is good especially if
the vane slices through the paper are crisp and all test
shots produce the same hole. A little high-left or a little high tear, less than a half inch from eight yards, is
very acceptable and tells you that the arrows are flying
well. All that remains is to shoot for groups from
some distance that matches your or your student’s
ability level. If your student continues to get mixed
results indicating nock-right and nock-left arrow
flight then his bowhand position needs inspection
and improvement. Torque on the bow handle generated by one’s bowhand can cause wide variations in
how the arrow leaves the bow and until hand placement is addressed and improved the paper testing
won’t yield consistent results. My guess is that you’ll
have lots of coaching to do in the area of hand placement. Some archers I know spend hours and hours
paper testing. I use it to determine if I’m close on
shaft selection. Spending a lot of time on it isn’t my
idea of tuning. Group shooting tells me more and,
after all, that’s where good scores come from.
However, paper testing is a great timesaver for any
archer or coach if you use it properly.
Shoot straight, keep well,
Larry Wise

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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AER Articles for Coaches #17

Helping Them
with Stabilizers
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
If you are following the AER Curriculum or
not students will get interested in stabilizers at some
point. Either a student joins the class who already
has one, or a student sees a YouTube video, or. . . . or
your student reaches that point in Stage 2 of the
AER compound or Olympic recurve curricula.
What you can do to help them with stabilizers is
the topic of this article.
What Stabilizers Do

In archery, a stabilizer is anything that makes it easier to hold your bow steady while at full draw. Most
non-traditional bows come with a hole in the “back”
of your bow to allow a stabilizer to be fit. The holes
are the same size with the same threads no matter
where the bow as made, so you can install just about
any stabilizer you get your hands on.
Typically stabilizers are either
“short” or “long.” Bowhunters prefer
short stabilizers because they are less
likely to get tangled up in brush or a
tree stand. Consequently all of the
shooting styles that are based on
hunting require that you use a “short”
stabilizer (NFAA styles: BH, BHFS,
BHFSL). The last we checked this
meant under 11˝ in length (measured
from the surface of the bow). Short
stabilizers can be really short ~3˝ up
to the max, just less than 11˝. Long
stabilizers may be any length you
want and people have tried stabilizers
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that have been ridiculously long, but most are somewhere between 24˝ and 36˝ long.
All the stabilizer does is spread out the weight of
your bow. The more spread out the weight of the
bow is, the harder it is to move, which means once
the bow is in position at full draw, it will resist the
forces trying to move it during the shot. (Think
about it—aiming is putting the bow into a position
which will cause the arrow to go where you want.
Any movement after that is moving the bow where
you don’t want it to be.)
If you hold a broom by the middle of its handle,
you will find it easy to hold and move around. But if
you hold it by one end, you will find it much harder
to move in two important directions: left-right and
up-down. (Try it.) It is still easy to move the broom
back and forth along the line of the
broom handle, though. If you were to
think of a broom being attached to
your bow (sticking straight out) it
would make it harder to swing the
bow left or right or up and down. You
would still be able to push the bow in
and out toward the target, but that
doesn’t create much a problem when
shooting arrows—swinging the bow
left and right or up and down does.
There is also one other thing you can
do easily with the broom attached
and that is to rotate the bow around
the shaft of the broom handle. (If you
think the idea of the broom on a bow
Archery Focus

we let our students use, but you may not
have stabilizers for them to try, so they will
have to borrow one from another student.
Remind that they are not obligated to lend any
piece of archery gear, so the person they ask may say
no and that’s fair.
If their “style” requires a short stabilizer, then
they may be stuck with a short one, but urge them to
go ahead and try short and long stabilizers. If they
is crazy we know an archer who used a golf club for really like what a long one does for them, they might
want to switch styles!
his stabilizer!)
Start by having them carefully screw the stabiLet’s get rid of the broom (but remember what
you’ve learned from it). One of the ways to reduce lizer into the hole designed for it. This must be done
the ability to rotate the bow around the stabilizer is carefully because a number of things can go wrong.
to add what are called “side rods.” Archers typically If the bow is brand new, there may be construction
use a “V bar” (see photo above) which is inserted debris in the hole (metal shavings, paint, etc.). This
between the long stabilizer and the bow. A V var has may cause you to “cross thread” the stabilizer, which
two threaded holes in it to attach shorter stabilizer is to get the screw threads misaligned. If you force
rods on both sides of the bow (see photo). This is the this, it can mess up the threads on both the stabiliztypical stabilization setup used by Olympic Recurve er and the bow, which can be an expensive repair. If
they encounter a great deal of resistance, we suggest
archers.
If you look closely, many compound archers who they ask you for help. If the bow is old, a previous
use side rods use only one rod. This is because the user may have cross threaded the hole and not told
bowsights used on compound bows are significantly anyone. We carry a tap wrench and tap the same size
heavier than the bowsights used on recurve bows. as the stabilizer hole so we can “chase the threads”
The one side rod is used to balance the extra weight that is run the tap in and out and it will clear up the
on the other side of the bow caused by the bow threads if dirty or only slight damaged. We don’t
recommend doing this unless you are familiar with
sight.
And most people shoot for quite a while with tap wrenches.
In all likelihood, the stabilizer will screw in easily.
just a “long rod” before they then try side rods, so
We then recommend you have the student(s)
you don’t need the whole setup all at once. And do
realize that there is a large number of gewgaws you take some shots at short range into a blank target
can screw into your stabilizers: weights for the shaft, bale. The bow will feel different. For example, bare
weights for the tip, vibration dampeners bows generally rock with the top limb toward the
(Doinkers!), etc. These are used to adjust the weight archer during the followthrough. With a long
enough stabilizer the bow
distribution of your bow
will rock top limb away
or too absorb vibrations
from the archer. Because
left over after the shot (so
of these effects, if you
that you don’t). (If you
haven’t introduced a
don’t think vibrations can
shooting sling of some
make you tired, talk to a
kind, now would be good.
jackhammer
operator
You can find the specifics
sometime.)
in the AER Recreation
Archery
Curriculum
Helping Them to Learn
Coach’s Guide.
to Shoot with a Stabilizer
Also because of these
We recommend that
effects, they will find that
when a student decides to
all of their previously
try a stabilizer, that they
tap wrench and the appropriate tap work wonders for “chasing
determined
points of aim
borrow one. We have a Athreads,”
that is clearing them of any debris but only if you have
experience using such a tool.
half dozen “loaners” that
Continued on the Next Page
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or sight markbecause big box sporting
ings will now be
good stores are unlikely to
different
(not
have much in the way of
hugely so, but difstabilizers to choose from
ferent). Don’t have them
(short stabilizers are way
“sight in” again because
more likely to be found
they may be switching to
than long).
another stabilizer to try
While stabilizers help
or they may decide they
them hold their bows
don’t want to shoot with
steadier while shooting
one at all and they will be
they also add weight to
right back where they
their bow, so if their bow
were. When they have
is already a little heavy
decided on what kind
(this is typically true for
they want and have All kinds of things have been tried as a stabilizer. This one worked most beginning youths
quite well.
acquired their own, then
shooting compound bows)
they will need to “sight in” again.
they will need to find a very light stabilizer.
Acquiring a Stabilizer

When they have some idea of what they want they
will need help in finding the one they want. If you
have a well-equipped pro shop in town, you can just
send them there. If you don’t, we use catalogs to give
them an idea of what they want at what price and
then send them off, probably to the Internet,

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Stabilizers
Do What . . . ?
Part of Archer Fundamentals by AER
36˝ long.
All the stabilizer does is spread out the weight of
your bow. The more spread out the weight of the bow
is, the harder it is to move, which means once it is in
position at full draw, it will resist the forces trying to
move it during the shot. (Think about it—aiming is
putting the bow into a position which will cause the
What is a Stabilizer?
In archery, a stabilizer is anything that makes it easi- arrow to go where you want. Any movement after
er to hold your bow steady while at full draw. Most that is moving the bow where you don’t want it to be.)
If you hold a broom by the middle of its handle,
often they are a kind of rod that screws into a hole
designed for stabilizers in the front of your bow (tech- you will find it easy to hold and move around. But if
nically it is called the “back” of your bow). These sta- you hold it by one end, you will find it much harder
bilizer holes are the same size with the same threads to move in two important directions: left-right and
no matter where the bow as made, so you can try just up-down. (Try it.) It is still easy to move the broom
back and forth along the line of the broom handle,
about any stabilizer you get your hands on.
Typically stabilizers are either “short” or “long.” though. If you were to think of a broom being
Bowhunters prefer short stabilizers because they are attached to your bow (sticking straight out) it would
less likely to get tangled up in brush or a tree stand. make it harder to swing the bow left or right or up
Consequently all of the shooting styles that are based and down. You would still be able to push the bow in
on hunting require that you use a “short” stabilizer. and out toward the target, but that doesn’t create
The last we checked this meant under 11˝ in length much a problem when shooting arrows—swinging
the bow left and right or
(measured from the surup and down does. There
face of the bow). Short
is also one other thing you
stabilizers can be really
can do easily with the
short ~3˝ up to the max,
broom attached and that is
just less than 11˝. Long
to rotate the bow around
stabilizers may be any
the shaft of the broom
length you want and peohandle. (If you think the
ple have tried stabilizers
This is a very popular short stabilizer
that have been ridiculously
idea of the broom on a
amongst target archers today.
long, but most are somebow is crazy we know an
where between 24˝ and
Continued on the Next Page
If I asked you if you wanted a stabilizer put on
your bow, what would you think? All lot of kids would
probably say “Sure, but what they heck are they?”
because they are willing to try anything. Let’s look at
stabilizers!
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archer who used a golf club for
his stabilizer!)
Let’s get rid of the broom
(but remember what you’ve learned
from it). One of the ways to reduce the
ability to rotate the bow about the broom
. . . , er, stabilizer is to add what are called
“side rods.” Archers typically use a “V
bar” which is inserted between the long
stabilizer and the bow. A V block has two
threaded holes in it to attach shorter stabilizer rods on both sides of the bow (see
photo). This is the typical stabilization
setup used by Olympic Recurve archers.
If you look closely, many compound
archers who use side rods use only one
rod. This is because the bowsights used
on compound bows are significantly
heavier than the bowsights used on
recurve bows. The one side rod is used to
balance the extra weight on the other
side of the bow caused by the bow sight.
And most people shoot for quite a
while with just a “long rod” before they
then try side rods, so you don’t need the
whole setup all at once. And do realize
that there is a large number of gewgaws

you can screw into your stabilizers:
weights for the shaft, weights for the tip,
vibration dampeners (Doinkers!), etc.
These are used to adjust the weight distribution of your bow or too absorb
vibrations left over after the shot (so that
you don’t). (If you don’t think vibrations
can make you tired, talk to a jackhammer
operator sometime.)
Shooting with a Stabilizer

Most Olympic Recurve archers use
a complicated setup involving a
long rod, side rods, a V bar, and an
extender, plus various vibration
absorbing devices (not shown).

We recommend that when you decide to
try a stabilizer, that you borrow one. We
have a half dozen “loaners” that we let
our students use, but your coach may not
have stabilizers to try, so you may have to
borrow from another student. Remember
that they (and you) are not obligated to
lend any piece of archery gear, so they
may say no and that’s fair.
If your “style” (see “Trying Other
Styles” in AFm Vol. 16, No. 4) requires a
short stabilizer, then you may be stuck
with a short one, but go ahead and try
short and long stabilizers. If you really
like what a long one does for you, you
might want to switch styles!

An Archery Book Just for Kids!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores with
text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have about the
sport they are embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A session
based on the most common question kids ask about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.
Get your copy of Archery for Kids today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Start by carefully screwing the stabilizer into the
hole designed for it. This must be done carefully
because a number of things can go wrong. If your bow
is brand new, there may be construction debris in the
hole (metal shavings, paint, etc.). This may cause you
to “cross thread” the stabilizer, which is to get the
screw threads misaligned. If you force this, it can mess
up the threads on both the stabilizer and the bow,
which can be an expensive repair. If you encounter a
great deal of resistance, ask your coach for help. If the
bow is old, a previous user may have cross threaded
the hole and not told anyone. In all likelihood, your
stabilizer will screw in easily.
We then recommend you take some shots at short
range into a blank target bale. The bow will feel different. For example, bare bows generally rock with the
top limb toward the archer during the followthrough.
With a long enough stabilizer your bow will rock top
limb away from the you. Because of these effects, you
will find that all of your points of aim or your sight
markings will now be different (not hugely so, but different). Don’t “sight in” again because you may be
switching to another stabilizer to try. When you have
decided on what kind you want and have acquired
Archery Focus

your own, then you will need to “sight in” again.
So, What Do Stabilizers Do?

Stabilizers help you hold your bow steadier while
shooting. But watch out: they also add weight to your
bow, so if your bow is already a little heavy for you
(this is true for most youths shooting compound
bows) you want to find a very light stabilizer. By
spreading out the weight of your bow, it becomes
harder to move (just like the pole a tightrope walker
uses).
Give a stabilizer a try. Try a bunch of different
kinds to see which works best for you. When you have
settled on what kind you want your coach should be
able to help you find the right stabilizer to fit your
style and your pocketbook.
And, it is always okay (and fun) to shoot barebow!
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